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Abstract

This paper addresses an important chal-
lenge for automatically analysing histori-
cal documents: how to overcome the tex-
tual barriers imposed by historical writ-
ing? The mix of lexical variants, and histor-
ical spelling and syntax can be a huge bar-
rier for using NLP tools. This study thus
presents a description and lexical analysis
of a historical medical corpus, and we pro-
pose a pipeline for spelling normalisation
that retains alignments with the historical
spelling. This allows for the application of
NLP tools on the normalised version, while
keeping track of the original form. Using
this methodology, we observed a gain of
more than 4% in part-of-speech tagging
precision.

1 Introduction

In this paper we deal with the difficult task
of using natural language processing (NLP)
tools for analysing historical documents in Por-
tuguese and propose new methods for dealing
with the differences in 18th-century spelling.
Our focus are samples from three medical
books that were published in 1707, 1741 and
1794, covering the span of a century.

When dealing with historical texts pub-
lished in Portuguese, normalisation is the task
of converting the words to some current stan-
dard form or norm, so as to standardise the vo-
cabulary through the elimination of historical
writing variants. Although it may seem easy
at first, modernising the writing of a historical
text is a complex and detailed work, which
requires specific linguistic, grammatical and
historical knowledge from the researcher, and
is very time-consuming, as it still cannot be
done automatically. In addition, extensive
training is necessary to understand the histori-
cal writing, typography and printing patterns.

As in the 18th century there were no writing
norms, in the same text, by a single author,
several forms of the same word can be found,
such as “agoa” and “agua” for the current form
“água” [water], in addition to old characters
like the long S (s), the joining of words that
are now separate (e.g., “em quanto” instead
of “enquanto” [while]) and vice versa. In the
normalisation process, the original word form
is usually replaced, but it can facilitate read-
ing and computational processing, increasing
accessibility to the content of historical materi-
als, especially for those who are not specialists
in Linguistics, History of Portuguese or Philol-
ogy.

Faced with these challenges, our work in-
volved finding a method to help to compu-
tationally process the text of three medical
works using a normalised version, while keep-
ing links to the original, historical form. The
medical documents under scrutiny are the fol-
lowing (the original spelling was preserved in
the Portuguese titles): Observaçoens Medicas
Doutrinaes de Cem Casos Gravissimos [Medical
and Doctrinal Observations of a Hundred Se-
vere Cases] (Semedo, 1707), Postilla Religiosa,
e Arte de Enfermeiros [Religious Postil, and Art
of Nurses] (de Sant-Iago, 1741) and Aviso a’
Gente do Mar sobre a sua Saude [Advice to Sea
People about their Health] (Mauran, 1794). We
started by manually normalising (i.e., mod-
ernising) the spelling of some chapters of each
work, building a sample of original and mod-
ernised texts. With the aid of a computer-
assisted translation tool, we were then able
to keep the modern and historical version of
sentences paired. Using these alignments be-
tween normalised and historical spellings, we
applied NLP tools to the normalised corpus
and were able to use their results for the origi-
nal texts.



The main aim of this paper is to highlight a
new methodology for working with historical
texts that allow for the processing of histor-
ical writing by using a normalised spelling
version as proxy. We also present a descrip-
tion of the content of three works published
in the 18th century in Portuguese, focusing
on spelling variants, and create new lexical
resources based on these texts. These new lex-
ical resources are available for the future de-
velopment of tools that can properly process
18th-century Portuguese texts1.

Our main contributions to the study of his-
torical Portuguese texts using NLP tools are:

• A novel methodology for normalising his-
torical texts, keeping the alignments be-
tween original text and its modernised
version.

• An aligned corpus with original transcrip-
tion and modernised spelling of samples
from three historical specialised texts.
The corpus is aligned at sentence and
word level, and it is annotated with part-
of-speech (POS) and dependency tags.

• A keyword analysis of each subcorpus us-
ing Corpus Linguistics tools.

• A lexicon of variants with lexical units
from 18th-century medical texts, and an
analysis of spelling variants.

• An evaluation of the improvement that
spelling normalisation can provide in us-
ing NLP tools with historical texts.

The remainder of the paper is organised
as follows: Section 2 discusses other work
dealing with historical texts; Section 3 de-
scribes tools and resources used for processing
our historical corpus; Section 4 displays our
NLP pipeline for working with historical docu-
ments; in Section 5, we present our corpus and
go over a keyword analysis; Section 6 describes
the spelling normalisation process; Section 7
discusses word-level alignment; Section 8 con-
tains a lexical analysis of spelling variants;
Section 9 presents an experiment showing im-
provements that spelling normalisation can
bring; finally, Section 10 briefly discusses our
main achievements and hints at future work.

1The resources are freely available on Github under
a GPL 3.0 licence: https://github.com/uebelsetzer/
NLP_for_18th-century_Portuguese_medical_texts.

2 Related work

Several studies have been developed in rela-
tion to historical Portuguese. In this section,
we present papers that describe work with his-
torical Portuguese and that discuss challenges
of working with historical documents.

Cambraia (2023) presents an interesting
summary of decisions with which text critics
(i.e., those who work with the recovery of tex-
tual content from historical sources) are faced
when transcribing a historical text. Although
in this study we used already transcribed ver-
sions of historical texts, we can relate to these
issues, as, during our manual spelling normal-
isation process, we sometimes had to check
whether the source text (i.e., the original tran-
scription) was actually following the genuine
form (i.e., the one presented in the original
historical document).

Regarding lexical variants, Cameron et al.
(2020) describe historical variants of Por-
tuguese, and Cameron et al. (2023) propose a
categorisation of variants, which can support
automatic standardisation of historical texts.

Several papers also discuss the complexity
and evaluate the use of NLP tools in historical
texts for achieving different tasks, especially
information extraction (Quaresma and Fi-
natto, 2020), named-entity recognition (Vieira
et al., 2021; Cameron et al., 2022; Zilio et al.,
2022), and textual complexity (Zilio et al.,
2023).

Finally, we highlight the work of Gonçalves
(2020) in describing the Postilla Religiosa, e
Arte de Enfermeiros (de Sant-Iago, 1741), which
we use as part of our corpus. The author goes
from chapter to chapter, focusing on historical
treatments and providing historical context
for textual extracts.

3 Tools and resources

We processed our corpus in several ways,
starting by manually normalising historical
spellings, then aligning sentences and tokens,
and finally compiling lists of keywords, vari-
ant spellings, and parsing the aligned texts
to add lemmata, POS- and dependency-tag in-
formation. In this section, we briefly go over
tools and resources used in this process.

An important point here is that none of the
tools used in this study were originally devel-
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oped for processing historical texts, and this in
itself brings innovation in terms of their new-
found applications. Also, all resources and
language models were developed and trained
based on modern-day language, so they bring
their own challenges to the adaptation for
working with historical documents.

3.1 AntConc and lexicon of variants

Before doing any type of processing, we used
AntConc (Anthony, 2004) to check word lists
and keyword lists based on the original histor-
ical texts. AntConc is a light-weight tool used
in corpus analysis that can provide several
types of information: besides the aforemen-
tioned lists, it can display concordances, cal-
culate collocations, show phrase-distribution
patterns, and present word clusters and n-
grams.

To generate keyword lists, a reference cor-
pus or reference word list is needed, so we
used the list of variant spellings that was com-
piled by Giusti et al. (2007) based on the histor-
ical corpus of Brazilian Portuguese (Murakawa
and Gonçalves, 2015). The list contains vari-
ants organised under an entry word, and each
variant has a frequency register. This list of
variants and frequencies was then matched
against the word lists from our historical cor-
pus to generate keyword lists.

It is important to bear in mind that our cor-
pus contains texts that were originally writ-
ten in European Portuguese. By using a list
extracted from a historical corpus written in
Brazilian Portuguese, we are assuming that
the differences between both variants in the
18th century were negligible. If this assump-
tion is wrong, we can then expect an impact on
the results of the keyword analysis and in the
evaluation of variants that we present, respec-
tively, in Sections 5.4 and 8. Unfortunately, we
could not test the correctness of our assump-
tion or precise how big this impact is, because
we could not find any similar, computationally
processable list for the European variant.

3.2 OmegaT

Our working pipeline starts with spelling nor-
malisation, by converting the original writ-
ing into a modern spelling. Here we opted

for using OmegaT2, a tool that was origi-
nally designed for computer-assisted transla-
tion (CAT). The advantage of a CAT tool is that
it displays the historical text along with the
new text. This helps in reviewing and avoids
issues such as jumping over parts of the origi-
nal text, which can easily happen, for instance,
in a normal text editor or annotation tool. It
also has the advantage of splitting the text in
sentences and keeping the original and the
modern segments aligned at all times.

In addition, CAT tools store the original
and normalised text in a TMX file3, which
is an aligned version of the text, and have in-
tegrated automatic aligners. In this study, we
used OmegaT’s automatic aligners for organ-
ising aligned sentences. Finally, CAT tools
provide access to glossaries and translation
memories, which can improve modernisation
consistency, and they offer the option of inte-
grating machine translation systems, which
can help improve the speed of modernisation.

3.3 Tokeniser and word aligner

After having a sentence-level alignment pro-
vided by the CAT tool, we moved on to align
the texts at the word level. However, before
this word-level alignment, we tokenised the
text using NLTK’s4 tokeniser with its default
language settings (i.e., without setting its lan-
guage parameters to Portuguese). This may
seem counter-intuitive at first, but the idea be-
hind this decision is that we tried to ensure
that words were only split at spaces and punc-
tuation, avoiding any other type of language-
specific tokenisation. This decision was made
to facilitate the word-level alignment.

We then applied SimAlign (Sabet et al.,
2020) on the tokenised sentences to align them
at word level. SimAlign requires a pre-trained
language model for using language-specific
embeddings, so we selected the recently re-
leased Albertina model (PT-PT) (Rodrigues
et al., 2023).

2OmegaT is an open-source tool that is available at:
https://omegat.org/.

3TMX stands for translation memory exchange file.
This file format uses an XML structure for storing
aligned sentences and preserving translation metadata.

4NLTK’s website: https://www.nltk.org/.

https://omegat.org/
https://www.nltk.org/


3.4 POS tagging and parsing

We tested two parsers to annotate the texts
with normalised and original spelling: spaCy5

and Stanza (Qi et al., 2020). Both are robust
parsers that have support for Portuguese, and
both allow for using a custom tokenisation and
sentence segmentation process, which was im-
portant in our case because of the previously
mentioned alignment process.

After checking the output from both
parsers, both from a fully automated pipeline
and from a customised one, we ended up opt-
ing for Stanza, as it was more straightforward
to set up for maintaining the tokenisation and
sentence splitting that we provided.

4 NLP pipeline for historical texts

One of the main contributions of this paper is
a new methodology for working with histori-
cal texts. Figure 1 represents this methodology.
The original, transcribed text is normalised us-
ing a CAT tool, and then its sentence-aligned
version is used as input for a word-level
aligner. The word-aligned output is then used
as basis for the application of NLP tools.

By analysing the original transcriptions via
the normalised text, new resources (for in-
stance, glossaries or translation models) can
be created, which can then be fed back into
the CAT tool for facilitating the normalisation
process.

5 Corpus description

Our corpus consisted of chapters selected
from three medical works from the 18th cen-
tury. All are written in Portuguese, but, as
a reflection of their time period, they do not
present a normalised spelling. These three
books span almost the full century, starting in
1707 with João Curvo Semedo’s Observaçoens
Medicas Doutrinaes de Cem Casos Gravissimos,
then moving on to the middle of the century,
1741, with Fr. Diogo de Sant-Iago’s Postilla
Religiosa e Arte de Enfermeiros, and ending in
1794 with G. Mauran’s Aviso a’ Gente do Mar
sobre a sua Saude. In this section we briefly
describe each of them.

5spaCy’s website: https://spacy.io/.

5.1 Observaçoens Medicas Doutrinaes de
Cem Casos Gravissimos (Semedo,
1707)

João Curvo Semedo’s work was one of the
first medical treatises to be published in Por-
tuguese language (Gonçalves, 2020). It was
printed in Lisbon, in 1707, and the author was
a physician from Monforte, Alentejo, a region
in Portugal, who also wrote other medical trea-
tises and handbooks, such as the Polyanthea
medicinal (1697) and the Atalaya da vida contra
as hostilidades da morte [An observatory of life
against the hostilities of death] (1720). These
books, among others from Semedo, have more
than 600 pages. This extensive bibliography
made Semedo one of the “most popular doc-
tors throughout the Portuguese empire in the
eighteenth century” (Furtado, 2008, p.147).

In addition to some well-known and manip-
ulated chemical substances at that time, some
innovative treatments prescribed by Semedo,
called “the Curvian secrets”, were made with
ingredients from Brazil, Africa, and Asia.
Semedo’s new authorial treatments – some
very bizarre by today’s standards – are always
highlighted in his books. They indicate that
European medicine was open to using prod-
ucts from other regions of the world.

For this study, we selected three observa-
tions (i.e. chapters): Observaçam XLII, Obser-
vaçam LXXXVIII, and Observaçam XC. As a
criterion for the text selection, which was also
applied, to a certain extent, to the samples
from the other two books, we used the sub-
ject of “fever”, so all these observations deal
with some sort of fever. The three selected ob-
servations contain a total of 5,472 tokens and
1,642 types in their non-standardised spelling,
according to Antconc (Anthony, 2004).

5.2 Postilla Religiosa, e Arte de
Enfermeiros (de Sant-Iago, 1741)

Similar to Semedo’s Observaçoens, Sant-Iago’s
Postilla was a pioneer work in Portuguese in
addressing how nurses should provide health
care (Gonçalves, 2020). In the 18th century,
nurses were commonly part of religious insti-
tutions, so the book contains information for
the treatment of both the body and the spirit.

The book is split in three main treatises: in
the first treatise, each chapter is an advice to

https://spacy.io/


Figure 1: Pipeline for working with historical texts and NLP tools

people in religious positions, such as novices,
priests, and bishops, and the text has little to
do with health care; the second treatise, which
comprises the bulk of the 300-page book, of-
fers advice and instructions on how to prepare
and administer medications and treatments to
patients; and the third treatise contains infor-
mation about how to help prepare someone
for their impending death, palliative care, and
general treatments for the spirit, including in-
structions on how to perform a “very effective
exorcism” in Chapter VI.

The chapters in the second treatise were
mostly very short, with brief instructions on
how to perform certain treatments or how to
concoct certain medications. In total, there
are 59 chapters in the second treatise, and, to
compose a reasonable corpus, which would be
comparable in size to the samples extracted
from the other two books, we selected a to-
tal of 16 chapters from the Postilla: Chapters
17, 22, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,
46, 47, 48, and 58. Considering their original,
non-standardised spelling, these 16 chapters
together contain a total of 5,889 tokens and
1,257 types, as seen in Antconc.

5.3 Aviso a’ Gente do Mar sobre a sua
Saude (Mauran, 1794)

The work of G. Mauran was originally pub-
lished in Marseilles, France, in 1786, with the
original title of Avis aux gens de mer sur leur
santé. It was translated and adapted to Por-
tuguese by Bernardo José de Carvalho, High
Surgeon of the Royal Armada, and published
in 1794. So, besides being from the end of the
century, it is also a book that was not origi-
nally written in Portuguese, but was deemed
important enough to be translated. The book

is a medical treatise and contains informa-
tion regarding several diseases, including their
treatment, so it has chapters dedicated, for in-
stance, to fever, scurvy, and the pest. This
book has not received much attention so far,
but it offers several points of criticism against
bad medical practices that were common at
the time.

The chapters in Mauran’s Aviso are fairly
long, so we selected three chapters to be part
of this investigation: Chapters 4, 8 and 13.
Again, the subject of “fever” was used as a
criterion for the selection of these chapters.
This subcorpus has a total of 8,724 tokens and
1,803 types, as observed in Antconc, consider-
ing their non-standardised spelling.

5.4 Keywords

We generated lists of keywords by matching
word lists generated by Antconc (Anthony,
2004) based on the original texts of our corpus
against a word list from the historical corpus
of Brazilian Portuguese (Giusti et al., 2007).
Table 1 shows the top 15 nouns for the whole
corpus and for each subcorpus, along with
their ranks (based on keyness6) and frequency.

As expected, the top three keywords in the
corpus are content words related to the medi-
cal area: “doentes” [sick / sick people], “febre”
[fever], “enfermo” [sick / sick person]. The
appearance of “fever” is also not surprising,
as it is a direct reflection of our methodol-
ogy for selecting our corpus. As for the rest,
the medical theme is prominent, and there
are some similarities between the subcorpora,
but, most importantly, differences. So, for

6We used the keyness metric as set up by default on
Antconc: 4-term log-likelihood, considering p <0.05
(with Bonferroni) as threshold.



instance, the Postilla does not use the word
“doente” [sick person], preferring instead the
word “enfermo”, which is a synonym. This
shows that, in the 18th century, there already
is a vocabulary specialisation, and the book
that is devoted to nurses [in PT: enfermeiros],
exclusively uses a word more closely related
to the profession, while both physicians’ hand-
books use “doente”. Interesting is also the
nonexistence of the word “paciente” [patient],
which is more common in nowadays medical
works (Scheeren et al., 2008; Zilio, 2009).

Some further elements of notice are: “be-
zoartico” [type of medicine], in Observaçoens,
as it is one of the medicines that Semedo
himself developed and sold, so it is only nat-
ural for him to promote his own “bezoar-
tico”, often associating it to seemingly miracu-
lous cures (for instance, in Observaçam XLII);
the spelling variants “cordeal” and “cordial”,
which appear as keywords in Observaçoens and
in Postilla; the reference to seemingly common
words, such as “camas” [beds] and “camizas”
[shirts] in Postilla, as these were important
items in the work of nurses; and, finally, the
reference to “pombos” [pigeons], whose use is
actively promoted in Observaçoens, and com-
pletely rejected in Aviso, for the treatment of
patients as a way of extracting “evil humours”
by eviscerating the animal and deposing its
dead body, along with the exposed organs and
blood, on the head of the patient.

6 Normalising the corpus

So far, we discussed the corpus in its original
spelling. However, a huge part of this study
was dedicated to the normalisation of spelling
forms. This normalisation ensures that, for
instance, “cordeal” and “cordial” can both be
associated to the current word “cordial”.

As a way of streamlining the standardisa-
tion of spelling variants and for the reasons
already described in Subsection 3.2, we em-
ployed a computer-assisted translation tool.
The whole normalisation process was done
manually, by going through each segment of
the original text and converting words from
their original spelling into a modern spelling.
In this way, we modernised only the spelling,
so there was no change in word order nor any
adaptation to make the texts sound modern.

The spelling normalisation of the 22 chap-
ters in the corpus was carried out by an under-
graduate student of Translation and a linguist.
Table 2 shows differences in number of tokens
and types: as expected, the number of tokens
remained similar7, while the number of types
was reduced in all subcorpora.

The result of this normalisation process
was a corpus of aligned sentences portraying
original and modernised spellings. Each nor-
malised chapter was saved, along with its orig-
inal version, as a TMX file. This sentence-level
aligned corpus is the first of our main contri-
butions with this paper.

7 Word-level alignments

Having TMX files as basis, we used SimA-
lign (Sabet et al., 2020) to automatically align
the whole corpus at the word level. Although
the amount of change introduced by the mod-
ern spelling is not really huge, and most of
words are actually aligned one-to-one at the
index level, the word-level alignment still
presented some issues. For instance, simple
words such as “um” [a] and “água” [water],
which were commonly spelt, respectively, as
“hum” and “agua/agoa” were consistently mis-
aligned, even when their modern counterpart
was at the exact same position in the sentence
(i.e., where a simple index-based alignment
would have worked).

The size of our corpus is relatively small,
so we did not want to leave such errors in the
alignment get in the way of further process-
ing the documents. To mitigate such issues
caused by the historical spelling messing up
with the automatic alignments, after the au-
tomatic word-level alignment was done, the
aligned documents were semi-automatically
scrutinised. Tokens that had not been auto-
matically aligned were then manually aligned,
and tokens that were aligned with two or more
words could have their alignment corrected,
if necessary. This semi-automatic alignment
was an important step to ensure that the align-

7In the Observaçoens, the difference in tokens was
much larger, but this was probably an issue with how
Antconc counts tokens – in this case, for instance, it
was set to ignore punctuation –, and not with the actual
number of tokens. For comparison, in the tokenised and
parsed text, which we will discuss later in the paper, the
difference is not 273 tokens, but mere 11 tokens.



Corpus Observaçoens Postilla Aviso
Rank Freq Keyword Rank Freq Keyword Rank Freq Keyword Rank Freq Keyword

1 76 doentes 1 32 febre 1 112 enfermo 1 63 doentes
2 70 febre 4 20 bezoartico 2 30 enfermeiro 2 38 doença
3 118 enfermo 5 17 quinaquina 3 47 agoa 3 33 febre
5 46 doença 6 16 pombos 5 32 medico 4 34 febres
8 54 febres 8 13 doentes 6 17 purga 5 27 pulso

15 37 estomago 9 31 doente 8 14 banho 9 18 peripneumonia
16 29 sangrias 11 12 humores 10 28 enfermos 13 16 ventre
18 30 enfermeiro 12 18 estomago 12 13 untura 17 18 sangrias
20 59 agoa 14 10 sezaõ 14 12 cordial 19 13 pleuriz
21 41 medico 16 8 cordeal 16 11 unturas 20 13 escarros
22 30 pulso 18 13 febres 17 10 cozimento 22 23 dôr
25 21 humores 19 7 doença 18 13 sangria 27 10 bebida
26 58 doente 25 7 virtude 19 9 cama 32 13 symptomas
27 20 bezoartico 26 7 vitriolo 20 9 camiza 34 9 lado
32 18 peripneumonia 28 9 pès 21 9 unguento 35 9 pontada

Table 1: Main noun keywords in the corpus and in each subcorpora ranked by keyness.

Tokens Types

Observaçoens
O 5472 1642
M 5745 1596

Postilla
O 5889 1257
M 5892 1249

Aviso
O 8724 1803
M 8716 1738

Corpus
O 20085 3633
M 20353 3433

Table 2: Differences in tokens and types in the orig-
inal and the standardised spelling of the corpus
and each subcorpus. [O = original spelling; M =
modern spelling.]

ments were as correct as possible for the anal-
ysis of spelling variants and for parsing.

8 Lexicon of variants

The word-level alignments generated in the
previous step allowed us to automatically gen-
erate a lexicon of variants. With this lexicon,
we could check how much variation there was
in the original spelling of the texts, and how
much this spelling varies from our current
spelling standards. We also compared the vari-
ants in our texts with the variants in the his-
torical corpus of Brazilian Portuguese.

Our historical corpus has a total of 3,902
types, while the version with modernised
spelling has 3,635 types8. This results in
1.07 type in the original for each type in the

8This number is different from the one in Section 6,
because here we are using an NLTK-tokenised version.

normalised corpus. We can thus notice that
the variation in specialised, and, most impor-
tantly, printed texts is smaller than, for in-
stance, in handwritten texts (compare, for in-
stance, Cameron et al., 2023). Still, there were
some interesting variants to be found, such as
“hum” and “hũ” for “um” [a / one], “sezaõ” and
“cezaõ” for “sezão” [type of fever / malaria],
“terçans” and “terçã” for “terçã” [type of fever
/ malaria], “damno” and “dano” for “dano”
[damage], “sima” and “cima” for “cima” [up],
“couza” and “cousa” for “coisa” [thing], and
“agoa” and “agua” for “água” [water].

In total, 1,228 types in the original texts
had different spelling than their normalised
counterparts. This means that almost a
third (31.46%) of the types needed to be nor-
malised. This is why resources like ours,
which present alignments between original
and modern spelling, are important for the
long-term objective of automatising the nor-
malisation process.

We also compared the vocabulary that is
present in our corpus with the lexicon of vari-
ants that was extracted from the historical cor-
pus of Brazilian Portuguese by Giusti et al.
(2007). In this comparison, we noticed that,
from the 3,703 different word types (i.e., dis-
regarding punctuation and numbers), 1,547
are not present in the lexicon of variants of
that larger corpus. Although there are some
less relevant entries, such as roman num-
bers, and verbs with clitics, the main bulk of
these new variants are words that belong to
the specialised domain of historical medicine.



Items such as “bezoartico” [type of medicine],
“peripneumonia” [old word for pneumonia],
“quinaquina” [type of medicine], “sezaõ” [type
of fever / malaria], “vitriolo” [vitriol], and “un-
turas” [ointments] reflect a specialised vocabu-
lary that was not present in other domains and
that deserve to be analysed in more details on
their own, as they could help improve exist-
ing resources based on historical Portuguese,
potentially expanding their scope.

9 POS precision and parsing of
historical texts

Parsing can give us important information
about the lexicon, morphology, and syntax of
a text, but modern tools were not trained on
historical writing, and usually have news as
training corpus, so any tagging on a historical
medical corpus will probably not work very
well. In this study, we already have an aligned
corpus, so we can use the normalised, mod-
ern spelling for tagging the text, and then use
the alignments to apply the information to the
original, non-normalised text. However, even
if we normalised the spelling, we are still leav-
ing the original sentence structure untouched,
which can have impact on both POS tagging
and parsing. So here we devised an experi-
ment to evaluate if there is an actual gain in
using normalised spelling for POS tagging.

Stanza (Qi et al., 2020) was selected as main
tagger and parser, but sentence splitting came
from TMX files, and we used NLTK’s tokeniser.
The parser was thus applied on the same to-
kenised corpus that was used in the align-
ments, and we parsed each chapter of the cor-
pus using both its original and its normalised
version. We then collected 50 random sen-
tences for analysis, which amount to a total of
2,652 tokens in the original corpus (i.e., more
than 13% of the corpus). The same 50 sen-
tences were collected from the original and
the modernised version, so that the results
of the analysis were comparable across the
two types of spelling. The same two annota-
tors who normalised the texts also analysed
the POS tagging (each analysed 30 sentences,
where 10 sentences were in common) in both
normalised and original versions. The anal-
ysis was done in terms of precision, as the
annotators evaluated whether the POS tag at-

Measure Original Normalised
Inter-annotator
agreement

Cohen’s kappa 0.79 0.57
Tokens % 95.93 94.92

POS precision Tokens % 91.26 95.55
POS precision,
no punctuation

Tokens % 89.83 94.83

Table 3: Inter-annotator agreement and variation
in POS precision in both original and normalised
versions of the texts.

tributed to each token was correct or not. Inter-
anotator agreement based on 295 tokens (10
sentences) was overall good, with k = 0.79 for
the original spelling (agreement on 95.93% of
the tokens), and k = 0.57 for the normalised
spelling (agreement on 94.92% of the tokens).

Results are shown in Table 3. As we can
see, POS tagging on the normalised texts per-
formed 4.29% better, even without making
any changes to word order and without using
modern-day writing patterns. This difference
rises to 5% when ignoring punctuation (which
is usually 100% correct). As such, by using
a modernised spelling, together with token
alignments, we were able to provide a more
precise tagging for historical medical texts.

An important caveat is that, on both nor-
malised and original versions, the tagger was
partially hindered not only because the texts
are from a specific domain – and use historical
terminology –, but also because the tokeniser
was set to split between words and punctua-
tion, without caring for separating agglutina-
tions (e.g., “do” [of the], “na” [in the], “pelas”
[by the]) or clitics that are attached to verbs
(e.g., “apartando-se” [moving away from each
other], “tirar-lhes” [to take from them], “dar-
se-há” [will be given / will give to oneself]).

10 Final remarks

In this paper we presented a series of new re-
sources for historical medical texts. By using
texts from three different time periods in the
18th-century (beginning, middle, and end) we
covered historical spelling, and also were able
to account for some interesting facts related
to the 18th-century medicine. The normal-
isation and later alignment of original and
normalised versions of the texts gave rise to a
new method for applying modern NLP tools
to historical texts.

The use of computer-assisted translation



tools, as far as we know, is a novel idea to en-
sure that the texts are aligned at the sentence
level during normalisation. They also allow
for the use of glossaries to ensure consistency
with normalisation guidelines (for instance,
for storing complicated normalisation cases),
and for consultation of translation memories
(TMX files) with past normalisation decisions.
Finally, it also ensures that each sentence is
worked on, without any risk of sentences be-
ing left without normalisation by mistake.

Our word-level aligned corpus is the first
of its kind dedicated to 18th-century medical
handbooks. It is an important resource in the
future development of automatic normalisa-
tion tools. And it is also part of the result of
a ground-breaking methodology for the work
with historical texts, as we showed, through
the case of POS tagging, that NLP tools’ per-
formance can be greatly improved by spelling
normalisation.

As future work, we intend to investigate
methods for automatic or semi-automatic
spelling normalisation (such as neural ma-
chine translation), so that we can quickly in-
crease the size of the corpus available for anal-
ysis. This could then provide the basis for a
full-fledged work on historical terminology,
leading to the recovery of even more knowl-
edge about medical practices of the past and
furthering the studies of their relation with
modern medicine within the scope of Digital
Humanities and other related disciplines.
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